Check out what the Docker team has been up to:

**Docker Conferences**
- Meet the Captain
- Check out how Docker builds Rustic, which helps you build and share your 9th birthday project for the free, interactive and collaborative experience culminating with product demos, technical learning tracks, panel discussions, deep technical sessions, and more.

**Docker Conferences**
- May 9-10

**DockerCon 2022: May 9-10**
- Registration is now open for DockerCon 2022!
- Join us for this free, immersive online event complete with product demos, breakout learning tracks, panel discussions, and much more.
- Miss your opportunity to win Docker swag!
- Learn More

**Docker Captain: Sebastián Ramírez**
- Sebastián Ramírez, the mind behind FastAPI, a modern, high-performance Python web framework for building APIs.
- Check out how he fell in love with performance Python web frameworks.
- Check out his tips on using Docker.
- Read Blog

**More great content from the experts at Docker:**
- What You Need to Know About macOS X 10.14 Deprecation
- Avoiding 'Dirty Pipe' CVE-2022-0847 on Docker Engine and Docker
- Docker Extensions Preview
- Docker Buildx CLI, each with many new features.
- The latest and greatest content for developers.
- Read Blog

**Docker’s Response to the Invasion of Ukraine**
- The Docker community is committed to creating an open, collaborative environment that encourages the free exchange of ideas. The events unfolding in Ukraine are in direct opposition to what this community stands for. Here is our position on the situation.
- Learn More